ECU TRAINING &
SERVICE HUB
ECU TRAINING
1. Our Training course duration is 1 month.
2. Car Scanning/Fault code read & solving the
problem case for clear problem.
3. Preparing data sheets for ECU pin voltage.
4. ECU tuning using KTAG for read and write.
5. Basic training for EPS-BCM-SRS-ABSImmobilizer-Meter.
6. Airbag crash program/Reset Airbag training
7. Sensor signal testing using DSO
8. Soldering Training on SMD chip level .
9. Fuel Injection Coding / Testing using.
10. Key Programming for ECU/BCM/IMMO.
11. Testing Driver IC using voltage data sheets
12. Basic training skills for marketing process.
13. Providing data ECU for Indian cars.
14. We provides ECU service guide book at the
end of training.
15. We provides ISO 9001:2015 certificate for
the students at the end of training.
16. Training charges 55,000/-
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Why we need this Course?
Practical / theoretical course of programming
and remapping of the car ECU. The course
program includes practical exercises on the use
of software dedicated to the programming
Hardware service and remapping of the
EPROM memories of the car ECU.
Minimum Required Qualification:
B.Tech/Diploma/ ITI /
Automobile Techicians - Electrican.

Course program !!
The course program includes practical exercises
on the use of software
dedicated to the programming and remapping
of the EPROM memories of the
car ECU like Bosch ME7.xx, ME9.xx, MED9.xx,
MED17.xx and others Marelli and Siemens
families, BDM pseudo-serial interface:
operating technique EDC17, MED17, Tri Core
CPU and new generations.
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ABOUT US
Well experienced in Embedded
Technology and started the leading
company in 2019 by providing premium
quality service for Automotive
Embedded ECU Technology Training.
I am Deepak Shivarudrappa, My job is my
passion. All my life is linked to the
mechanics and electronics that surrounds
me, for this reason I've decided to share
everything what I know in the world of
remapping of a control unit in cars and
Embedded Project Training.
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Company Services

ECU Training & Service
Get our reliable
training and speedy
services for Car
ECU’s
.

Mileage correction
Remapping of HEX
data for EEPROM
using UPA 1.3
Programmer

Key Programming
Smart key programing
and transponder
cloning using X-horse
and Xpad 2 services.

+91 7204913693 / +91 8904890230

WHAT IS AN ECU MODULE?
The car want to start or does not react
when the accelerator pedal is pressed?
Then there may be problems with the
ECU. The ECU uses various components
such as connectors with a printed circuit
board is therefore also sensitive to
defects and malfunctions. We offers the
possibility to have an ECU repairing
instead of buying new one.

Addressing to Students !!

Connect with us

Quality service
Affordable cost

who wants to learn this skill, As
professionals to the automotive sector, to
become expert car tuning knowledge and
to the ECU tuning processors who intend to
learn techniques of remapping of
electronic control units for cars.

www.bhadraelectronics.com

#6, 1st floor, Sri Ranga Complex
SS Puram Main Rd, Tumakuru,
Karnataka India 572102

